We prove the main Conjecture 4 of our paper [14] (arXiv:1403.6061v5). Further, we apply these results to classification of degenerations of codimension one of Kählerian K3 surfaces with finite symplectic automorphism groups.
Introduction
We prove the main Conjecture 4 of our paper [14] (arXiv:1403.6061v5). See Theorem 1 below. Further, we apply results of [14] , and Theorem 1 and its proof to classification of degenerations of codimension one of Kählerian K3 surfaces with finite symplectic automorphism groups. By classification, we understand an enumeration of irreducible components of the corresponding moduli. See Theorems 4, 6, 8 below.
We use results of our papers [8] - [14] and important ideas by K. Hashimoto in [5] .
2 Types of degenerations of codimension 1 of Kählerian K3 surfaces with finite symplectic automorphism groups, and the main classification Theorem 1 which was conjectured in [14, Conjecture 4] Let X be a Kählerian K3 surface (e. g. see [16] , [15] , [2] , [17] , [18] about such surfaces).
That is X is a non-singular compact complex surface with the trivial canonical class K X , Indeed, G and Clos(G) have the same lattice S G , the same orbits G(E) and Clos(G)(E), and the same sublattice S ⊂ S X . In [14] , all types of G = Clos(G) and types of degenerations (that is Dynkin diagrams of the orbits G(E)) are described. They are described in Table 1 below where n gives types of possible G = Clos(G), and we show all possible types of degenerations at the corresponding rows.
Theorem 3 in [14] shows that for a fixed type (defined by n) of abstract finite symplectic group of automorphisms of Kählerian K3 surfaces and for a fixed type of degeneration of codimension 1 (type of Dynkin diagram), the discriminant group A S = S * /S of the corresponding lattice S is always the same. It is natural to suppose that the more strong statement is valid: that the isomorphism class of the lattice S is defined uniquely. But, exact calculations and considerations show that it is valid with some few exceptions only (which are given in the Theorem 1 below. Theorem 1. Let X be a Kählerian K3 surface with S X < 0. Let G = Aut 0 X be the group of symplectic automorphisms of X (it is always finite) and P (X) be a the set of classes of non-singular rational curves on X. Let S G = ((S X ) G ) ⊥ S X ⊂ S X be the coinvariant sublattice. Assume that S X is generated by S G and P (X) up to finite index, and rk S X = rk S G + 1. Then the isomorphism class of the lattice S = S X is defined uniquely by the type of G as an abstract group (equivalent to n) and the type of the Dynkin diagram of P (X). All possible types of G (equivalent to the invariant n) and Dynkin diagrams P (X) are given in Table 1 below.
But, it is valid with the following and only the following two exceptions:
(1) n=34 (equivalently, G ∼ = S 4 ) and the degeneration of the type 6A 1 ; (2) n=10 (equivalently, H ∼ = D 8 ) and the degeneration of the type 2A 1 . In both these cases there are exactly two isomorphism classes of the lattices S. They (and their genuses) are given in Table 1 below as degenerations (6A 1 ) I , (6A 1 ) II for n=34, and (2A 1 ) I , (2A 1 ) II for n=10.
This result was conjectured in [14, Conjecture 4] . Below, we give a proof.
3 Discriminant forms technique according to [11] We use notations, definitions and results of [11] about lattices (that is non-degenerate integral symmetric bilinear forms). Below, we remind the main definitions and results of [11] which we shall use in this paper.
Let S be a lattice, that is a free Z-module of a finite rank with non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form x · y ∈ Z for x, y ∈ S. We denote x 2 = x · x for x ∈ S. A lattice S is even if x is even for any x ∈ S. For 0 = λ ∈ Q, we denote by S(λ) the lattice with symmetric bilinear form λ x · y for x, y ∈ S if it is integral. By ⊕, we denote the orthogonal sum of lattices, quadratic forms. For k ∈ Z and k ≥ 0, we denote by kS the orthogonal sum of k copies of a lattice S (in [11] , we denoted the same lattice as S k ). We use similar notations for finite quadratic, symmetric bilinear forms. For a prime p, we denote by Z p the ring of p-adic integers, and by Q * p the field of p-adic numbers.
Let S be a lattice. Then we have the canonical embedding S ⊂ S * = Hom(S, Z). It defines the (finite) discriminant group A S = S * /S of S. By continuing the symmetric bilinear form of S to S * , we obtain the non-degenerate finite symmetric bilinear form b S on A S with values in Q/Z and the finite quadratic form q S on A S with values in Q/2Z if S is even. They are called discriminant forms of S.
We denote by l(A) the minimal number of generators of a finite Abelian group A, and by |A| its order. For a prime p, we denote by q S p = q S⊗Zp the p-component of q S (equivalently, the discriminant quadratic form of the p-adic lattice S ⊗ Z p ).
A p-adic lattice K(q S p ) or the rank l(A S p ) with the discriminant quadratic form q S p is denoted by K(q S p ). It is unique, up to isomorphisms, for p = 2, and for p = 2, if
θ (2) denotes a finite quadratic form on a group of order 2 (see notations below). For p = 2 and q S 2 ∼ = q
θ (2) ⊕ q ′ , there are exactly two lattices K(q S 2 ); their determinants are different by 5 mod (Z *
)
2 . See [11, Theorem 1.9.1]. By < A > we denote a lattice defined by a matrix A. In particular, K
are standard p-adic lattices of the rank 1 and 2. By Jordan decomposition (e.g. see [3] ), any p-adic lattice is their orthogonal sum. By q
θ (p k ) we denote discriminant quadratic and bilinear forms of K 
(a) 2K
5θ (4); (k) relations between finite quadratic and bilinear forms which follow from (a) -(h) if one considers discriminant forms.
By [11] , the numbers (t (+) , t (−) ) of positive, negative squares of S ⊗R and the discriminant quadratic form q S define the genus of an even lattice S, that is isomorphism classes of S ⊗ R and S ⊗ Z p for all prime p.
If S is an even lattice, the signature sign S = t (+) − t (−) of S modulo 8 that is t (+) − t (−) mod 8 ≡ sign q S mod 8 is the invariant of q S . In particular, sign S ≡ 0 mod 8 if S is unimodular and even. We have (e. g. see [11, Prop. 1 
sign q
sign u
In particular,
To find the genus of a lattice S, we consider the Jordan decomposition
where
and the Kronecker symbol (6) , these components are separated by comme , instead of ⊕. The same notations are used for the corresponding discriminant quadratic forms.
In Sect. 7, we give Program 8 which uses these invariants to calculate the genus of a lattice given by an integral symmetric matrix l.
The following fact from [11] will be very important for us.
Proposition 2. (Proposition 1.6.1 from [11] ) Primitive embeddings of an even lattice M into unimodular even lattices such that the orthogonal complement to M is isomorphic to K are defined by isomorphisms γ : 
4 A proof of Theorem 1 .
We remind that Niemeier lattices are negative definite even unimodular lattices of the rank 24. There are 24 such lattices, up to isomorphisms, N = N j , j = 1, 2, . . . , 24, classified by Niemeier. They are characterized by their root sublattices N (2) generated by all their elements with square (−2) (called roots). Further, ∆(N) is the set of all roots of N. We have the following list of Niemeier lattices N j where the number j is shown in the bracket: give 23 Niemeier lattices N j . The last is Leech lattice (24) with N (2) = {0} which has no roots. Further, N(R) denotes the Niemeier lattice with the root system R. We fix the basis P (N) of the root system ∆(N) of N. By A(N) ⊂ O(N) we denote the subgroup of the group O(N) of automorphisms of N which permute the basis P (N).
Let us consider the lattice S for one of types (given by n) of the group G and for a type of the degeneration given by a Dynkin diagram R. All such possibilities are enumerated in Table 1 .
We consider all possible markings S ⊂ N j by Niemeier lattices. It means that: S ⊂ N j is a primitive sublattice that is N j /S has no torsion; P (S) ⊂ P (N j ).
By [11, Remark 1.14.7],
It follows that we can find all such lattices S as follows. Find a Niemeier lattice N j , a subgroup G ⊂ A(N j ) (up to conjugacy in A(N j )), an element α ∈ P (N j ) such that G(α) has the Dynkin diagram R, and the primitive sublattice
correspond to a degeneration of codimenion one of some Kählerian K3 surfaces by Global Torelli Theorem and epimorphicity of Torelli map for Kählerian K3 surfaces [2] , [6] , [15] , [17] , [18] .
Obviously, the isomorphism class of S does not change if G is changed by conjugacy in A(N j ), the element α is changed to h(α) by h ∈ Normalizer(A(N j ), G).
All such triplets (N j , G, α) (up to isomorphisms) are shown in columns of Table 2 below using results of [12] , [13] and [14] and the program GAP, [4] . In Table 2 , for all possible n and the type R (Dynkin diagram) of the degeneration, the first line of the column gives j, the second line gives the group G = H n,t ⊂ A(N j ) (in notations of [12] , [13] and [14] ). The third line gives α ∈ P (N j ) which give different orbits G(α) ⊂ P (N j ) with the Dynkin diagram of the type R, but these orbits are conjugate by the Normalizer(A(N j ), G = H n,t ). Thus, In Table 1 below we calculate the genus of the lattices S for all possible triplets (N j , G, α) (equivalently, columns of Table 2 ), using invariants and relations (1) of Sect. 3. We use Programs 7 and 8 from Appendix, Sect. 7. The genus is defined by the types n and R of the degeneration except two cases. For n= 10, R = 2A 1 and n= 34, R = 6A 1 there are two possibilities for the genus which we label by (2A 1 ) I , (2A 1 ) II and by (6A 1 ) I , (6A 1 ) II respectively. Here I and II show the type of the corresponding 2-adic lattices. In Table 1 , we also give the genus of the lattice S G which was calculated by K. Hashimoto in [5] (it is useful to compare genuses of S G and S).
Let us consider a case (n, R) which is different from (4, A 1 ) and (16, A 1 ). In Table 2 , one of columns of this case (n, R) is marked by * from above. We denote the lattice S of this case by S. The orthogonal complement S ⊥ N j of this case either has the root system (S
(2) of elements with square (−2) which is different from all other columns of this case, or it has different number of elements with square (−4) (the last happens for (10, (2A 1 ) II ), (34, (6A 1 ) II ) and (51, 8A 1 )). Since genuses of lattices S of all other columns and the genus of S are the same, by Proposition 2, there exists an isomorphism γ :
. By Proposition 2, this defines a primitive embedding S ⊂ N into one of
. Changing this embedding by w ∈ W (N) for the reflection group W (N) of N, if necessary, we can assume that P (S) ⊂ P (N) and S ⊂ N is isomorphic to one of columns of the case (n, R). Since S
and the column with this property is unique, we obtain that S ∼ = S. Thus, the lattice S is unique up to isomorphisms.
For the cases (n = 4, A 1 ) and (n = 16, A 1 ) (and all other cases (n, A 1 ) as well) we have that K = S G ⊕ −2 ⊂ S is an overlattice of a finite index, by definition. Discriminant groups of S G and their orders are is known (e.g. see [5] ) (they can be found from the Table  1 ). Discriminant groups of S and their orders are calculated in [14] (they can be found from the Table 1 ). It follows that orders of the discriminant groups of the lattices K and S are the same. It follows that S = K = S G ⊕ −2 , and it is unique up to isomorphisms since the lattices S G are unique up to isomorphisms by [5] .
This finishes the proof of Theorem 1. Table 1 : Genuses of degenerations of codimension 1 of Kählerian K3 surfaces with finite symplectic automorphism groups G = Clos(G). 1,1 ,α 3,1 ,α 4,1 ,α 1,5 ,α 3,5 ,α 4,5 α 2,1 ,α 2,5 α 1,3 ,α 4,3 ,α 1,4 ,α 4,4 α 2,3 ,α 3,3 ,α 2,4 ,α 3 of α 1,1 ,α 1,2 α 3,1 ,α 3,2 α 2,3 α 4,3 α 1,1 ,α 1,2 α 2,1 ,α 2,2 α 3,1 ,α 3,2 α 1,3 1,1 ,α 3,1 ,α 4,1 α 1,3 ,α 1,7 α 1,3 ,α 3 of α 1,1 α 2,1 α 3,1 α 4,1 α 1,1 ,α 1,3 α 2,1 ,α 2,3 α 1,1 ,α 3,1 α 2,1 α 4,1 α 1,3 ,α 4 
n=46, degeneration type=9A 1 :
n=51, degeneration type=12A 1 :
For the fixed type n of a finite symplectic automorphism group G and the fixed type of degeneration of codimension one P (Dynkin diagram), a general Käherian K3 surface X has the Picard lattice S X ∼ = S described in Theorem 1. Its transcendental lattice T X is the orthogonal complement
is an even unimodular lattice of signature (3, 19) . It is unique up to isomorphisms, and we denote its isomorphism class as L K3 .
Thus
where S ⊂ L K3 is some primitive embedding. By epmimorphicity of Torelli map for K3 surfaces, any such primitive embedding corresponds to K3 surfaces. By Proposition 2, the transcendental lattice T can be any lattice with invariants (3, 19 − rk S, q T ∼ = −q S ) which are equivalent to the genus of T .
We use the following theorem from [11] which follows from results by M. Kneser. 
From this Theorem, we then obtain
Theorem 4. For a fixed type n of a finite symplectic automorphism group G and the fixed type of degeneration of codimension one P (Dynkin diagram), a general Käherian K3 surface X has a unique, up to isomorphisms, transcendental lattice
if rk S ≤ 18 by Theorem 3.
If rk S = 19 (equivalently, rk T = 3, and then T is positive definite), then the isomorphism class of the transcendental lattice T is given in the Table 3 below. The transcendental lattice T is unique except (n = 55, 10A 1 ) when there are two possible isomorphism classes.
Thus, for (n = 55, 10A 1 ) (equivlaently, G ∼ = A 5 and the degeneration has the type 10A 1 ) there are two non-equivalent degenerations of codimension one of Kählerian K3 surfaces which have non-isomorphic transcendental lattices.
Proof. The genus of S and then T is calculated in Table 1 above.
If rk T ≥ 4, it satisfies Theorem 3. If rk T = 3, we calculate T in Table 3 using known tables of positive definite lattices of the rank 2 and 3 for small determinant (determinants ≤ 50 are enough). See [3, Ch. 15, Sects 3, 10]. By Global Torelli Theorem [15] , [2] and epimorphicity of Torelli map [6] , [18] , [17] for K3 surfaces and geometry of K3 surfaces (e.g. see similar considerations in [10] ), from Proposition 2 we have In particular, we have Theorem 6. For a fixed type n of a finite symplectic automorphism group G and a fixed type of degeneration of codimension one P (Dynkin diagram), a general Käherian K3 surface X has a unique, up to isomorphisms, Picard lattice S X ∼ = S described in Theorem 1 and a transcendental lattice T X ∼ = T = (S)
for some primitive embedding S ⊂ L K3 described in Theorem 4. The number of irreducible components of moduli of general Kähelerian K3 surfaces X for such S and T is equal to the number of double cosets ♮(O(T )\O(q)/O(S)) (8) where q S = q = −q T , in notations of Theorem 5.
We have Theorem 7. ([11, Theorem 1.14.2]) Let K be an even indefinite lattice satisfying conditions: a) rk K ≥ l(A Kp ) + 2 for each prime p = 2;
+ (2) ⊕ q ′ if rk K = l(A K 2 ). Then K is unique in its genus and the natural homomorphism O(K) → O(q K ) is surjective (equivalently, O(K) = O(q K ) in notations above).
In Theorem 6, if T satisfies Theorem 7, then T is unique, the number of double cosets in (8) is equal to 1 and the moduli are irreducible. From Table 1 , which gives genuses of S and T , we then obtain Theorem 8. Moduli for degeneration of codimension one of Kählerian K3 surfaces with finite symplectic automorphism group of a type (n, P ) are irreducible if n ≤ 49 and (n, P ) is different from each of cases (n = 10, A 1 , (2A 1 ) I ), (n = 12, A 2 ), (n = 16, A 1 ), (n = 18, 2A 1 ), (n = 22, 2A 1 ), n = 30, (n = 34, A 1 , 2A 1 , 3A 1 , (6A 1 ) I ), (n = 39, A 4 ), n = 40, 46, 48.
Program 7: niemeier\genwithorbit.txt \\for a Niemeier lattice N i given by root matrix r \\and cord matrix cord, R=rˆ-1 \\and subgroup H\subset A(N i) \\and its orbits ORB matrix, each line gives \\orbit of length > 1 \\it calculates all additional \\1-elements orbits to matrix ORBF and prints it \\(1-elements orbits the last) \\it calculates coinvariant sublattice N H \\together with morb-orbit given by its first \\element morb of the orbit as SUBLpr below \\by its rational generators, \\and checks if \\it has primitive embedding to L K3 \\Then it prints invariants of its discriminant group DSUBLpr below \\and the intersection matrix rSUBLpr of SUBLpr sORB=matsize(ORB);m1=0; for(k1=1,sORB [1] ,for(k2=1,sORB [2] ,\ if(ORB[k1,k2]==0,,m1=m1+1)));
